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		Title				Title				OPTIONALs				PDF XFA Code

		CURRENT				ACL - Acquisition Career Level				ACL				<text>ACL </text>

		REQUESTED				AEL - Academic Education Level				AEL				<text>AEL </text>

		ADD				APC - Acquisition Position Category				APC				<text>APC </text>

		DELETE				API - Aircrew Position Identifier				API				<text>API </text>

						APT - Acquisition Position Type				ART				<text>ART </text>

						ASA - Acquisition Special Assignment				ASA				<text>ASA </text>

						ASF1 - Academic Specialty				ASF1				<text>ASF1 </text>

						ASF2 - Academic Specialty				ASF2				<text>ASF2 </text>

						ASF3 - Academic Specialty				ASF3				<text>ASF3 </text>

						CAID - DCAMIS Identifier				CAID				<text>CAID </text>

						CCC - Cultural Capability Code				CCC				<text>CCC </text>

						CCID - Coordinating Command Identifier				CCID				<text>CCID </text>

						CEC - Civilian Employment Category				CEC				<text>CEC </text>

						CID - Command Identifier				CID				<text>CID </text>

						CMP - DoD Component Code				CMP				<text>CMP </text>

						CPD - Civilian Position Descriptor				CPD				<text>CPD </text>

						CPM - Computation Method				CPM				<text>CPM </text>

						CRK1 - Command Remarks 1				CRK1				<text>CRK1 </text>

						CRK2 - Command Remarks 2				CRK2				<text>CRK2 </text>

						CRK3 - Command Remarks 3				CRK3				<text>CRK3 </text>

						CRK4 - Command Remarks 4				CRK4				<text>CRK4 </text>

						CTL - Cultural Capability Training Level Code				CTL				<text>CTL </text>

						CTN - Contract Number				CTN				<text>CTN </text>

						DFC - DoD Function Code				DFC				<text>DFC </text>

						DHP - IGCA Defense Health Pgm (DHP)				DHP				<text>DHP </text>

						DTY - Duty Title Code				DTY				<text>DTY </text>

						FAC - Functional Account Code				FAC				<text>FAC </text>

						FCT - Functional Category Code				FMC				<text>FMC </text>

						FMC - Financial Management Code				IMA				<text>IMA </text>

						IMA PAS				IMA PAS				<text>IMA PAS </text>

						IMA Program Manager				IMA Pgm Mgr				<text>IMA Pgm Mgr </text>

						JDC - Joint Duty Code				JDC				<text>JDC </text>

						JDP - Joint Duty Position Number				JDP				<text>JDP </text>

						LLP1 - Language Listening Proficiency				LLP1				<text>LLP1 </text>

						LLP2 - Language Listening Proficiency				LLP2				<text>LLP2 </text>

						LLP3 - Language Listening Proficiency				LLP3				<text>LLP3 </text>

						LRK1 - Local Remarks 1				LRK1				<text>LRK1 </text>

						LRK2 - Local Remarks 2				LRK2				<text>LRK2 </text>

						MNT - Manpower Type Code				MNT				<text>MNT </text>

						MPD - Military Position Description				MPD				<text>MPD </text>

						MSI - Manpower Standard Implementation				MSI				<text>MSI </text>

						OCC - Occupational Series Code				OCC				<text>OCC </text>

						OSC - Organizational Structure Code				OSC				<text>OSC </text>

						OSC Leader				OSC Leader				<text>OSC Leader </text>

						PEC - Program Element Code				PEC				<text>PEC </text>

						POS Effective Date				POS Effective Dt				<text>POS Effective Dt </text>

						POS Through Date				POS Through Dt				<text>POS Through Dt </text>

						PRP - Personnel Reliability Program				PRP				<text>PRP </text>

						PSC - Program Structure Code				PSC				<text>PSC </text>

						RAFSC - Required AF Specialty Code				RAFSC				<text>RAFSC </text>

						REC - Regional Expertise Code				REC				<text>REC </text>

						RGRD - Required Grade				RGRD				<text>RGRD </text>

						RIC - Resource Identification Code				RIC				<text>RIC </text>

						RID1 - Reimbursable Id (REIMS)				RID1				<text>RID1 </text>

						RID1 Percent				RID1 Percent				<text>RID1 Percent </text>

						RID1 Source				RID1 Source				<text>RID1 Source </text>

						RID2 - Reimbursable Id (REIMS)				RID2				<text>RID2 </text>

						RID2 Percent				RID2 Percent				<text>RID2 Percent </text>

						RID2 Source				RID2 Source				<text>RID2 Source </text>

						RLA1 - Required Language				RLA1				<text>RLA1 </text>

						RLA2 - Required Language				RLA2				<text>RLA2 </text>

						RLA3 - Required Language				RLA3				<text>RLA3 </text>

						RLP1 - Reading Language Proficiency				RLP1				<text>RLP1 </text>

						RLP2 - Reading Language Proficiency				RLP2				<text>RLP2 </text>

						RLP3 - Reading Language Proficiency				RLP3				<text>RLP3 </text>

						RMK1 - AF Remarks 1				RMK1				<text>RMK1 </text>

						RMK2 - AF Remarks 2				RMK2				<text>RMK2 </text>

						RSN - IGCA Reason Code				RSN				<text>RSN </text>

						RTL - Regional Training Level				RTL				<text>RTL </text>

						SAR - Security Access Requirement				SAR				<text>SAR </text>

						SEI1 - Special Experience Identifier				SEI1				<text>SEI1 </text>

						SEI2 - Special Experience Identifier				SEI2				<text>SEI2 </text>

						SEI3 - Special Experience Identifier				SEI3				<text>SEI3 </text>

						SLP1 - Speaking Language Proficiency				SLP1				<text>SLP1 </text>

						SLP2 - Speaking Language Proficiency				SLP2				<text>SLP2 </text>

						SLP3 - Speaking Language Proficiency				SLP3				<text>SLP3 </text>

						WBS - Work Breakdown Structure				WBS				<text>WBS </text>

						XFA EXP1 - Cross Function Experience				XFA EXP1				<text>XFA EXP1 </text>

						XFA EXP2 - Cross Function Experience				XFA EXP2				<text>XFA EXP2 </text>

						XFA LVL1 - Cross Function Level				XFA LVL1				<text>XFA LVL1 </text>

						XFA LVL2 - Cross Function Level				XFA LVL2				<text>XFA LVL2 </text>

						XFA1 - Cross Function				XFA1				<text>XFA1 </text>

						XFA2 - Cross Function				XFA2				<text>XFA2 </text>

						YLR - IGCA Year of Last Review				YLR				<text>YLR </text>

						YNR - IGCA Year of Next Review				YNR				<text>YNR </text>

						OPTIONAL...				OPTIONAL...				<text>OPTIONAL... </text>
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(Instructions)            
Block 1. Date: Select today's calendar date.
Block 2. Unit: Enter the requesters unit's designation and office symbol code (ex. 51 FSS/FSM).
Block 3. PAS Code: Enter requesting unit's Personnel Accounting Symbol (PAS) Code.
Block 4. Requesters Name: Enter Requesters Name (Rank/Title, Last, First, M)
Block 5. DSN #: Enter the Requesters DSN phone number.
Block 6. Reason for MCR: Select from one of the following options which best describe the need for manpower change. Type in specific reason if no options are applicable. 
Block 7. Impacts: If this action is not approved what specific mission impact will occur? 
Block 8. Authority: List applicable MAJCOM or HHQ directives mandating change.
Block 9. Insert change rationale for requested UMD change(s).  Provide sufficient detail to adequately explain reason for requested UMD action(s) & address both sides of the requirement if requested action involves moving an authorization from one organization to another.  Please remember UMD changes must be workload/mission driven, NOT personnel driven.
Block 10. Affected Positions. For ANG the following optional codes do not apply: ALC, APT, OSC Leader & CAT. Example below:  
POS Number
PAS
Unit
OSC
GRD
AFSC
FAC
EFF DATE
ACTION
002754760R
F8JM
A4
A4SX
TSgt
3P071
14B000
CURRENT
MSgt
2018-10-01
REQUESTED
Block 11. Coordination: Place check mark if there are supporting documents attached to support change. Use attached MCR Input Template embedded at left pane if changes exceed below positions. Access attachment section by the paper-clip icon. 
Block 12. Endorsement: Offer endorsement on proposed changes. Changes that affect more than one squadron require Group/CC (equiv.) endorsement, changes that affect more than one group require Wing/CC (equiv) endorsement.
Block 13. Unit: Enter the endorser's unit's designation and office symbol code (ex. 51 FSS/FSM).
Block 14. Date: Enter today's calendar date.
Block 15. Enter endorser's name (Rank/Title, Last, First, M).
Block 16. Select concur if the endorsing individual agrees with proposed changes.
Block 17. Signature: Click to digitally sign document.
Block 18. Adverse Manpower Impacts: These are instances where the foretasted changes listed within this MCR would negatively impact a unit's capability to carry out its mission.
Block 18a. Zero Balance: The proposed actions do not increase manpower FYDP requirements to the UMD. Existing manpower is changed to effectively carry out the unit's mission.
Block 18b. Personnel: Select YES if proposed change will cause a personnel action and/or proposed changes will have an adverse impact to an encumbered civilian position. If not, select NO or N/A.
Block 18c. Mission: Select YES if proposed change will negatively impact unit's ability to fulfill its mission.
Block 18d. Unit Type Code: Select will if UTC validation occurred/proposed change causes UTC/UMD mismatch.
Block 19. MCR Title: Enter MCR title (ex. Base  - Unit  - Change Reason).
Block 20. Authorization Change Notice: Enter ACN number.
Block 21. Number of Positions: Enter number of positions affected within this MCR. 
Block 22. Name: Enter reviewers name (Rank/Title, Last, First, M).
Block 23. DSN#: Enter DSN telephone number.
Block 24. Date: Select the date of review. 
Block 25. Signature: Click to digitally sign document.
Form Footer default to "For Official Use Only (When Filled In)"  Change as necessary based on MAJCOM, HAF or classification requirements.
I. MANPOWER CHANGE REQUEST ESSENTIALS.
II. MANPOWER CHANGE REQUEST DETAILS.
10. CHANGE ACTION. List Unit Manpower Document position(s) and requested change.  Add additional rows as needed.
10. Affected Positions. For ANG the following optional codes do not apply: ALC, APT, OSC Leader & CAT.
10-digit position # 
1
PAS
Unit
OSC
GRD
AFSC
Effective
Action
Table to dynamically add, delete, rearrange, edit specific checklist item records attributes.
10. Affected Positions. For ANG the following optional codes do not apply: ALC, APT, OSC Leader & CAT.  Table to dynamically add, delete, rearrange, edit specific MPES record attributes.
III. LEADERSHIP REVIEW. Submit requests through their servicing manpower activity for positions under their command/control. Submissions beyond span of control within the peer level of command require parent level of command concurrence. Squadron (or equivalent) is the lowest level permitted to submit changes.
11. MANPOWER COORDINATION
SELECT ATTACH TYPE(s)
Place check mark if there are supporting documents attached. Access attachment section by the paper-clip icon. 
15. Enter endorser's name (Rank/Title, Last, First, M).
18. ADVERSE MANPOWER IMPACTS
18. Adverse Manpower Impacts: These are instances where the foretasted changes listed within this MCR would negatively impact a unit's capability to carry out its mission.  Identify specific impact category by individually selecting answers for each category below. 
19 Jan 19
MAT
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	Access attachment section by the paper-clip icon. The MCR Input Template is located (embedded) here which will allow units to update their positions. Attachments may or may not open once double clicked (contingent on standard desktop computer security settings) from the MCR Input Template. Units may have to save the attachments to their computer for instances where Adobe Acrobat DC message displays “cannot open the file attachment because your administrative security settings do not allow opening file attachments.” : 0
	12. Endorsement: Offer endorsement on proposed changes. Changes that affect more than one squadron require Group/CC (equiv.) endorsement, changes that affect more than one group require Wing/CC (equiv) endorsement.: Select...
	14. Date. Select the date of review normally today's calendar date.: 
	15. Enter endorser's name (Rank/Title, Last, First, M).: 
	25. Signature: Click to digitally sign document.      : 
	18b. Personnel: Select YES if proposed change will cause a personnel action and/or proposed changes will have an adverse impact to an encumbered civilian position. If not, select NO or N/A.: Select...
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